Success Story

Interactive Advertising Bureau Switches to
ExpenseWatch.com for Automated Expense Reporting
Cites Ease of Use and Superior Customer Support as Primary Reasons

“

The implementation and training process with the ExpenseWatch.com
Customer Satisfaction team was efficient and employees were up and running
quickly. We’ve been a customer for just under a year, and so far customer
support has been great”
Mark Goldman, Sr. Director of Finance and Administration

Customer Profile
The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) is the voice to more than 500 leading media and technology companies
that are responsible for selling the vast majority of online advertising in the United States. The IAB educates
marketers, agencies, media companies and the wider business community about the value of interactive
advertising. Working with its member companies, the IAB evaluates and recommends standards and practices,
advocates in Washington DC on behalf of the interactive industry for supportive regulation and legislation, and
fields critical research on interactive advertising.

Business Challenges
As a major organization supporting the digital age, IAB embraces technology to keep it running as efficiently
as possible. The growth of the association caused it to move from manual, paper-based expense reporting
to an automated system in 2008. Over the next few years, the expense report provider went through numerous
ownership changes and for IAB, customer support all but disappeared. After numerous attempts to reach
anyone to help with issues it was having with the system, IAB decided it was time to find a different expense
reporting provider.

Solution Overview

Mark Goldman, Sr. Director of Finance and Administration spoke with a number
of services providers and ultimately settled on ExpenseWatch.com Expense
Reports as the system to replace the previous provider. He said
ExpenseWatch.com provided the functionality IAB needed at a price that was in
line with its budgets.
Goldman says the implementation and training process with the
ExpenseWatch.com Customer Satisfaction team was efficient and employees
were up and running quickly. “We’ve been a customer for just under a year, and
so far customer support has been great,” Goldman added.

Business Benefit

IAB processes up to 70 reports per month, with the majority of employees
making their own travel arrangements using their preferred online resources.
Most use a corporate paid American Expense credit card for company travel
expenses, while a few prefer to use their personal cards to take advantage of
reward programs.
Goldman says it is a nice feature to be able to incorporate both personal and
corporate card charges to make it easier to create expense reports. The IAB is
high-tech oriented, so employees appreciate the ease with which reports can
be created. Drop down menus and drag and drop capabilities all combine for a
smooth user experience.

Goldman opted to use the integrated ACH payment option
ExpenseWatch.com makes available through its relationship with
ACHWorks. He says ACH makes it easy to reimburse employees for cash
expenses or expenditures not charged on corporate AMEX cards.
Goldman says ExpenseWatch.com offers flexible policy administration
without requiring it to be over-bearing for employees. “The approval
process is smooth and we really appreciate the ability to keep an expense
reports moving through the system, while being able to send back
individual line items that may need a little more attention. Being able to
review expenses in line with budgets is also a plus,” Goldman said.
One of the biggest benefits for Goldman is the efficiencies
ExpenseWatch.com offers with its ability to integrate with QuickBooks.
“We double check that each report is coded correctly, and then import the
expense data directly into the appropriate GL accounts in QuickBooks,”
Goldman said. “This one feature alone has dramatically reduced the
amount of time we spend on expense reporting, eliminating the need to
manually enter all of that detail into the accounting system.”

At a Glance
Customer:
Interactive Advertising Bureau
Accounting System:
QuickBooks
Location:
New York, NY
Industry:
Industry Association
Business Challenge:
Needed better customer support from
expense report provider
Expense data was manually keyed into
QuickBooks
Replacement solution had to fit within
existing budgets
Solution:
ExpenseWatch.com Expense Reports to
automate expense reporting process;
reimbursements made with ACHWorks
directly from ExpenseWatch.com; expense
data imported into QuickBooks for
financial accounting.
Results:
Implementation and training managed
efficiently enabling IAB to be up and
running quickly
Integration with ACH provider speeds
reimbursement process
QuickBooks integration saves hours each
month, eliminating the need to re-key
expense data into GL accounts manually

